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Copper "Fall-Out" Hits D.S.A.
by DAN FREDERICKSON
D.S.A. Vice President
Another record crowd was on had to
witness the unveiling of the attendance prize
at our last D.S.A. meeting. Thanks to Mr.
Dansereau of the Dansereau Manufacturing
Company, Bob Baber of S.S. White, and our
promoter-president Larry McEwen; some
lucky, regularly attending D.S.A. member
will receive a new, modern dental chair. All
dental students are eligible for the drawing if
they attend eight out of the nine meetings
during the year.
Temporary disappointment was experienced by a few, who had beforehand info
on the nature of the prize, when Frank W all
modeled the latest in U.S. Army field chairs
as the proposed prize. Enthusiasm was restored, however, when the audience was informed that Frank didn't necessarily have to
come with the chair.
Soon after the sound of the gavel echoed
through the halls of Kate Lindsay, the room
was filled with the melodious harmonies of
the famed quartet of the "EENIE-MEENIEMINIE-and MOE." Accompanying them
Continued on page 3, column 2

Judi Lake, using the vacuum cleaner prize given
by t he Alumni Association, attempts to rid D .S.A.
meeting of cop p er "Fall-out" (10,000 pennies donated as a prize by the Security First National
Bank). Eugene Warner looks on .

Early Birds Got The Bristle Brush
At 7 :30 a.m. on October 14, a small
group of students was noted hovering over
a cardboard box in the Junior-Senior Lab.
Other students pressed forward- Was it
Knolty's " Silicate Award?" N o, it was
"ENERGY" for the morning's festivities.
The first eleven students to the pre-Welfare
Clinic breakfast hour also received a free
box of Robinson wheel bristle brushes before the morning's activities were completed.
The sophomores won most of the drawings and the Clinic Committee was served
notice that if Kolpacoff didn't win a prize
soon, he was going to take his services elsewhere. We must do everything to hold
him, for Luke is setting a torrid pace in oral
surgery with his new frictionless extraction
technique.
Proof that anything can · happen here ;
Halburg won 5 free washes at Halburg's
Launderama, but they were turned over to
another lucky winner. One poor student
and his wife had to journey all the way to
Running Springs to collect their free dinners at Lloyd's Restaurant. An unfortunate
dental hygiene student won a free auto lube
job, but she didn't have a car. Don't let
this happen to you. The 1963 models are
out.
A total of 108 students participated in
the October W elfare Clinic setting a record
for the second consecutive month. Class
participation was as folows:
Junior Dental Hygiene
40%
Senior D ental Hygiene
6%
Sophomore Dental
72%
Junior Dental
71%
Senior Dental
46%
W as your class dragging its feet?
W ork accomplished included 90 amalgam restorations, 26 periodontal treatments,
and 62 extractions. Doctors Robert Allen
and Donovan Peterson flew down from
Nothern California to cover in Oral Surgery for our Welfare Clinic. We wish to
express our appreciation to them and the
other alumni who so kindly donate their
time.
Another record turn out was posted for
the November Welfare Clinic. 112 stuContinued on page 3, column 3
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Records Fall
by JACK SLOAN
Student Welfare Clinic Director

N

Miami
Highlights
The School of Dentistry received high
honors at the 103 annual American Dental
Convention in Miami Beach, Florida when
it placed second in the student table clinic
presentation in the division of Basic Science
and Research. There were 44 Dental Schools
represented in the overall competition. For
story see page 5, column 1.
Two faculty members, Drs. Caufield and
Curtis presented an intriguing table clinic
with the theme " IN THE FUTURE, EXTRACTION MAY BE THE UNUSUAL
AND THE UNACCEPTED TREATMENT
OF CHOICE." It was received with enthusiasm and these two faculty members
were asked to p resent it again at the Chicago
Midwinter Meeting in February, 1963. The
contents of the table clinic are presented on
page 8, column 2.
Dr. Baum presented his new powdered
gold foil at the American Academy of Gold
Foil Operators in Birmingham, Alabama the
week p receding the Miami Convention.
The dental school faculty was well represented at the Convention. Those in attendance were Drs. Baum, Caufield, Collins,
Curtis, Emerson, Mitchell, Oliver, Ostoich,
Schnepper, and Smith.

Don't Miss
Tonight's
D.S.A.
Meeting
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Dear John:
The paper arrived at the office today and
I read it from beginning to end and think
its terrific. I must take time to congratulate
you and the CONTRANGLE staff for a
fine job.
Sincerely,
Lee Crane, D.D.S.
Dear Editor:
Thank you very much for sending me the
Contrangle. I read it from cover to cover
and the articles on an Introduction to Specialization, and the Advertising vs. nonAdvertising Dentist were of real interest.
Reading the Contrangle brought me closer
to the School.
Sincerely,
Glen Sturges
Dear Mr. De Vincenzo:
We are most anxious to have a copy of
your periodical, CONTRANGLE, in our
library. Would you please place us on your
mailing list for past and future issues? We
shall be happy to send you our Northwestern
University DENTAL RESEARCH AND
GRADUATE STUDY BULLETIN in exchange for your publication.
Sincerely yours,
(Miss) Gwen M. Ligocki
Periodicals Librarian
Dear Editor:
I wish to commend you on your forthright and thought-provoking editorial in last
month's edition of the Contrangle.
It is very good, once in a while, for each
of us to do a little self-re-evaluation, to see
if we really are living up to the high and
noble standards that have been set for us,
both as a University and as a people.
We do claim to be unique; we do claim
to be a people of the Bible. Our reception
rooms and lounges are filled with colorful
magazines all proclaiming our joyous anticipation of the Second Coming of Christ.
Inside each little dental cubicle are found
attractive little booklets with such titles as
"Alone with God" and "The Marked
Bible." So it is ironic that you were unable
to find a Bible in a place where the great
majority of the people do study God's
Word; although by a little questioning I
find that perhaps you didn't inquire quite
far enough. There were Bibles in the building. I know of at least one Doctor-instructor who keeps a Bible on his desk at all
times.
But I for one have decided to keep a
copy in my office, so that if the need arises,
it will be there. Thanks a lot, for reminding
me.
Sincerely,
(Mrs.) Dorothy Schaefer

To the Editor:
It is pleasing to note the emerging literary
talents exhibited by the various members of
the student body as reflected in the Volume
IV, Number 1, issue of the CONTRANGLE. I would encourage this activity
on the part of students, for I have found by
personal experience that the ability to express oneself in writing is very helpful in
the practice of dentistry.
May I congratulate you on your editorial
"But Do We Want To Be Unique?" I
confess that on reading the first few paragraphs I did not understand the point that
you were making, but by the time I read
the entire article I was ready to answer "yes,
we do want to be unique." Those students
or teachers who do not wish to be unique
will do well to associate with another school.
Not only do we need to be unique; we
need to be the best at the same time.
The National Association of S.D.A. Dentists was founded on the idea that through
true Christianity dentistry would be elevated
to a higher level of proficiency than possible
by non-Christian dentists. For this reason
we believe that the first objective of the
Lorna Linda University School of Dentistry
should always be "to prepare competent men
and women who will readily identify themselves with a redemptive approach to the
world's need." This should be the life
mission of the individual alumnus - the
profession of dentistry is merely the means
by which one finances the commission of
"the Gospel to all the world in this generation."
Sincerely yours,
Glenn H . Curtis, D.D.S., M.S.
Associate Professor of
Periodontology
President, National Association
of SDA Dentists
Dear John:
I wish to comment on the article concerning the controversy between the advertising
and non-advertising Dentist. The point as
to the standing of each was made clear. The
most important one concerned with the
whole matter was left out of the discussion,
the patient.
Service to the patient is the only thing
the Dentist has to sell. Whether ethical or
not each must settle the matter for himself.
Then the matter of advertising or not will
seem relatively unimportant.
- Sincerely,
Hugh Love, D.D.S.

Backtalk
From McEwen
Dear Editor:
The over-all compositiOn of your first issue of "The Contrangle" is something upon
which you and your staff should be congratulated. There are, however, certain implications of the editorial "But Do We W ant
To Be Unique" which are not, in my opinion, a fair evaluation of our University and
its relationship to the individuals who attend it.
It is agreed with the author that the purposes of Lorna Linda University as set forth
in the bulletin coupled with the aims of the
Dental Students Association do make this
institution unique and that this unique quality is in the "degree" of its Christian commitment. In kindness I must say there is
little in the remainder of the editorial for
me to agree with.
It is commendable that students at this
University engage in "discussions which result in the need for a Bible." This in itself
may be a sign of uniqueness. Regardless,
the resultant unsuccessful search for a Bible
led the article to say that its absence does
not seem consistent with the University's
bulletin which states that the University
"endeavors to provide the students with an
Continued on page 10, column 2

Dear Editor :
I will not spend any time making suggestions, but rather take a little time to give
a much deserved comment of admiration to
the editor and his staff for publishing such
an outstanding issue of the Contrangle. This
I am sure, is a good indication of the efforts
and enthusiasm this year in the entire DSA
executive committee. It is evident they are
working hard and I am sure they will be
successful in making this the best year our
Dental School has had. I want to invite the
readers of this "note" to express their appreciation from time to time, to the members of the DSA executive board for all the
hard and time consuming efforts they are
putting forth on what appears to be a rather
thankless job at times . It is real easy to sit
back and criticize, and spend this extra time
trying to get ahead in class and lab work,
and for some this might be the path of
choice, however, the thing I wish to stress
is the least you can do is express a sincere
"thank you" to the officers of your D ental
Students Association, as you associate with
them and meet them in the halls at school.
Sincerely,
Kenneth J. Mertz, D.D.S. .
DSA President, 1961-62

d.s.a.

Those Salad Days
by DoN

JEFFRIES,

DSA Chaplain

Sometime in the future we will all look
back upon our experience, during this period of our maturation and education in the
same way that I am sure all of us can look
back now from the hilltop of this particular
day into the valley of our past experience,
and we will concur with Shakespeare when
he wrote, those were ". . . my salad days
when I was green in judgement. . . ."
Have you ever experienced a "salad day? "
Have you ever gone home at the end of the
day and wondered how you could possibly
have made the decision you did, or allowed
yourself the acts you committed. Have you
ever uttered words you would like to erase,
but can't?
Why is it so hard to be the man that in
our innermost hearts we would really like
to be? What is a Christian gentleman?
What does it take to have the judgment and
character we admire in others? John Casper
Lavater, an eighteenth century Swiss theologian, said, "Actions, looks, words, steps,
form the alphabet by which you may spell
character."
What is your concept of a gentleman?
What do you think is the general concept of
the words "He is a gentleman?" According
to the dictionary to be a gentleman is a
function of proper birth, education and manners . Emerson wrote, "The flowering of
civilization is the finished man, the man of
science, of grace, of accomplishment, of social power- the gentleman."
Certainly we cannot deny that these attributes may be a part of the picture, but the
whole picture is not realized until the definition includes-until the gentleman includes, with his social and educational attributes, the true concept of his relationship to his fellowman, gained by a persona]
acquaintance with the supreme example to
all gentlemen- Christ.
What kind of men does God want us to
be? What, besides professional excellence,
do we need to strive for? Christ's own
words in Matthew 5 give us an indication
of what else is needed to make us complete
individuals. J. B. Phillips, in his book
Your God Is Too Small, paraphrases the
Beatitudes in the following manner.
"Most people think:
Happy are the pushers: for they get on
in the world.
Happy are the hard-boiled: for they
never let life hurt them.
Happy are they who complain: for they
get their own way in the end.
Happy are the blase: for they never
worry over their sins.
Happy are the slave-drivers: for they
get results.
Happy are the knowledgeable men of
the world: for they know their way
around.
Happy are the trouble-makers: for people have to take notice of them.
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Jesus Chirst said :
Happy are those who realize their spiritual poverty; they have already entered the kingdom of reality.
Happy are they who bear their share of
the world's pain: in the long run
they will know more happiness than
those who avoid it.
Happy are those who accept life and
their own limitations : they will find
more in life than anybody.
Happy are those who long to be truly
"good": they will fully realize their
ambition .
Happy are those who are ready to make
allowances and to forgive : they will
know the love of God.
Happy are those who are real in their
thoughts and feelings : in the end they
will see the ultimate Reality, God.
Happy are those who help others to live
together: they will be known to be
doing God's work."
To the student of pathology the letters
C.P.C. stand for chronic passive congestion.
It is possible that unless we make an effort
to be aware of our shortcomings as gentlemen and put forth an effort to correct the
condition, we will find ourselves in a spiritual, social, and educational state of chronic passive congestion- or stagnation.
If comparison with The Standard convinces us of our needs and a remedy is desired, may I suggest that we might also find
that remedy in the letters C.P.C.
Concious effort to improve.
Perserverance in the face of mistakes .
Christ fully accepted in our lives.
- -- -- - - d.s.a. - - - - - - -

COPPER FALLOUT- Continued
at the piano was Orthodontics graduate student, Dr. Ronald Fasano.
Following the entertainment, president
Me "you'll never make it without Thomasdent" Ewen answered the question: "What
is the D.S.A. ?" President McEwen introduced the chairman of each standing committee and each chairman rallied by briefly
outlining the functions of their separate
committees. It is hoped by the D.S.A. that
all students will take an active part in their
student body organization by offering their
suggestions to the chairmen of these committees. The total picture of the Dental
Students Organization was one of service
to the students for service to the public.
To bring you up-to-date the following
are the officers of the D.S.A.:
Alumni Student Convention representative-Eugene Warner
Contrangle editor-John DeVincenzo
Social activities director- Gary Moon
Sports Director-Wally Pitts
Entertainment committee-Judi Lake
The highlight of the evening was the
entrance of "Uncle Milty" otherwise known
as Eugene 'B.B." Warner, boy wonder. Warner rushed on the scene in hot cap-pistol
pursuit of Rollin Gosney. Gosney, an "unteachable candidate from the senior class"

was accosted by Warner with a sudden blast
of potassium nitrates from his pistol and
Gosney sprawled to the floor, dropping
10,000 stolen copper pennies. These pennies are just one of the many prizes that
have turned the DSA office into a regional
outpost of Fort Knox. The prizes will be
awarded to those students presenting table
clinics at the Alumni-student convention,
which is being held March 6-10 of this
school year.
The convention promises to be the biggest
event of the year. The office of Development of the University is financially backing the entire venture. Our thanks to our
silent partner. The convention will be
housed in a "Canvas-Specialty" tent complete with convention hall and all.
Expected to be on hand for the activities
will be such notables as the president and
president-elect of the American Dental Association, members of the staff at USC's
School of Dentistry, and many prominent
So. Calif. dentists.
Most of the display space for the supply
houses has already been reserved and paid
for in advance .
The featured speaker at our DSA meeting
will be the present president of the ADA.
You will want to be there as a participant
in the activities. Plan an excellent table
clinic now ! ! ! !
With attendance now reaching about 85
per cent the DSA meetings are about to outgrow the present facilities. .
Over 200 students attended last week's
meeting to see and hear Dr. Bernard Manley
present his film and lecture on Hospital
Dentistry.
According to Dr. Manley, time and fear
are the two obstacles that prevent 50 per
cent of our population from needed dentistry. Another large group of candidates for
dental treatment are the totally disabled and
mentally ill that occupy our hospitals across
the nation. To them the best answer may
be dentistry with general anesthesia.
The opportunity for hospital experience
is being examined by the American Dental
Association as a part of the general dental
curriculum of the student. A council on
hospital dental service has been established
by the ADA to further research in this field .
NOTE: Dr. Manley has extended an invitation to interested juniors and seniors to
attend and observe hospital procedures at
the Hollywood Presbyterian Hosiptal. Contact the DSA office for information.
The DSA extends its formal thanks to
Dr. Manley for his informative film and lecture.
- - -- - - d.s.a. - -- - - -

RECORDS BROKEN- Continued
dents participated. The class percentages
were as follows:
Sophomore Dental
16%
Junior Dental
60%
Junior Hygiene
55%
Seniors Dental
52%
Senior Hygiene
17%
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DURING THIS FORMAL ANNOUNCEMENT WE INVITE
VOU TO TRY THIS AMAZING BREAK-~ROUQH IN
DENTAL ANESHtESIA . EASE IN OPPERATION IS
UNSURPASSED. JUST PALPATE THE SKULL
BEHIND EIT~ER THE RIGHT OR. LEFT EAR,
PLA.CE GRILL PORTION AGAINST CRANIUM.
ADJUST THE SCIENTir="ICALLY CALLIBRATED
SLEDG TYPE 4 POUND PLUNGER TO THE

D[PTH OF ANESTHESIA DESiRED AND
POST
OPERATIVE
..· · .
. .. . .TREAT
. . SQUEEZ RELEASE. YOU \./1 LL I-lAVE INSTANT
MENT JUST 2 BUFFRIN ~ANESTHESIA!!

A Plea
by VICTOR KNOLTY
Lacerated tongues, cut cheeks and massive hemorrhage are some of the possible
effects of high speed in untrained hands .
Overcut teeth, exposed pulps and disappearance of adjacent tooth structure are frequent occurences when the unskilled use
air turbines . When a junior is allowed to
use high speed the patient suffers more than
anyone else. The inexperienced should not
be allowed to use potentially dangerous
mechanisms until he has first mastered to
some extent the belt driven handpiece. It is
true that the patients are clinic patients but
they are not on the experimental level.
Juniors with high speed present to the instructor a greatly increased burden. It is
more difficult to teach operative procedures
for overcutting may be so frequent. For
example, the instructor outlines a preparation; the student sets in with high speed;
the instructor comes back; a new preparation
approach is necessary due to the vast loss
of tooth structure; the student sets in again;
the instructor comes back again; this time
pins are required to obtain the needed re-

tention . This kind of incident may occur
frequently as a consequence of high speed
in immature hands . The instructor soon
. becomes irritable and short with seniors and
sophomores but doesn't really know why.
His wife and colleagues soon suffer from
the change. And it is all due to his inability to teach the type of dentistry he
knows should be taught.
High speed is equally as devastating to
the young, inexperienced operator. Here is
a hypothetical situation. The student starts
the preparation for a gold crown and within seconds has gouged a large area nearly
exposing the pulp due to an unexpected
motion on the part of the patient. He then
realizes that more caution must be necessary
to prevent a recurrence of this on the opposite side of the tooth. But this time the
patient's tongue interferes and hemorrhaging becomes perfuse. This causes more
concern and not a little nervousness. He
then concentrates more on the protection of
the soft tissues and severely cuts the interproximal area of the adjacent tooth . This
traumatic experience, multiplied several
times, as is likely when inexperienced hands
use high speed, results in the student losing
valuable self confidence. And surely anyone will agree that the juniors can ill afford
to lose any of this valuable asset.

A few of these accidents will make the
student nervous, hard to live with, and irritable. Then he may go into a state of depression, anxiety, or fear. And the end result, years later, is a doctor who is shy, inward, unconfident, and tension prone. All
of these characteristics may be directly traced
to allowing the student to use high speed
too early.
A very homely illustration may serve to
clarify my point. A baby must learn to
crawl before he learns to walk. He must
learn to suck from a bottle before he can
chew. And the juniors must learn how to
use the more simple before they can learn
to use the more complex.
This potential massacre of living tooth
structure must not be allowed. These babes
in dentistry must be closely watched and
allowed to work with only the safest of
mechanisms. Something must be done now
to prevent junior use of air rotors from becoming a precedent. The potential dangers
to patient, instructor, and student must be
eliminated. Therefore I urge the faculty to
reconsider its idea of allowing juniors to use
high speed. Also the DSA should exert all
its influence to prevent such a catastrophe
from occurring. Let's really get some school
spirit behind this and prevent untold suffering and pain.

d.s.a.
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Journey of

ME SPECIALIZE?

John

directed by JOH N BRADSHAW
Contrangle Columnist

by JOHN DEVINCENZO

THE SPECIALIZATION OF
ORTHODONTIA

It all started early last March when I got
the bizarre idea of trying to keep human
teeth alive after extraction. On paper the
plan appeared quite neat but the actual
apparatus looked like a combination of the
neighbor's broken TV antenna and my
bracket table after finishing an amalgam
restoration.
I soon learned that two patients and four
teeth was not an adequate sampling for a
scientific study, but by that time the arks
door was shut and I was slowly floating
towards October 29 in Miami Beach, Florida
and the American Dental Convention.
By April I realized that the claims of my
table clinic were now only founded in philosophy and emotion and a little fear. For
you see, the problem I faced was, how do I
know I am keeping these teeth alive at all ?
First vital dye penetrations were studied
with the hope that a difference could be
seen between perfused and control teeth.
It sunk. Next histochemical procedures were
employed in an attempt to detect the presence of certain enzyme systems which would
differentiate between perfused and control
teeth. It sunk.
But in May- Eureka- I would measure
the heat of metabolism produced by living
teeth. And now the work went on with
all the fury of my two little girls trying to
color on the same sheet of paper. By this
time Dr. Steinman and I were seeing so
much of each other that I started scratching
my head every time a question was asked
and he started coming late to meetings and
rat feeding times. The rather expensive
outlay for measuring heat changes to 0.001
degree was set up in a constant temperature
room in the basement of physiology. I am
sure the two of us felt like Ferni must have
when he cooked up our first atom bomb
under the University of Chicago football
staduim. A little dental office was fabricated
close by, and such oral surgeons as Moon,
Weber, and Ashley, gave us the fresh live
teeth whipped out from their immediate
denture patients. The results were wonderful, but previous experience had taught us
that a few more confirmatory rusn would be
advisable before publication of our earthshaking findings. However, the constant
temperature room was in popular demand so
we moved to the dental building and immediately turned carpenter, electrician, and
politician to make in four days our own
constant temperature room nestled beneath
the steps leading to oral surgery. By · the
time all the floor and ceiling insulation was
placed the "hot box" was about 5 feet high,
and soon an oil streak developed on the
ceiling tracing the path of my head from
Continued on page 8, column 3

by T. J. ZwEMER, D.D.s. , M.s.D.
Associate Professor of Orthodontia
Malocclusion is as old as man. Its correction is as old as history. Specialization
in its correction is the oldest of the organized
specialties in dentistry. The American Association of Orthodontists was established in
1900. It is presently composed of approximately 3000 Orthodontists in the exclusive
practice of the specialty of orthodontics.
The objectives of the society are four-fold
as expressed in their constitution. They are
as follows: 1. To advance the science and
the art of orthodontics. 2. To encourage
and sponsor research . 3. To strive for
higher standards of excellence in orthodontic instruction and practice. 4. To contribute its part in health service. For an aspect
of clinical dentistry to be considered a recognized specialty, there must exist distinct
biologic, psychologic, and physiologic approaches to diganosis or treatment involving
knowledge and skills beyond those which
are normally used in general practice. There
is no question that orthodontics fulfills these
requirements. Dr. B. F. Dewel, President
of the American Board of ,Orthodontics, reporting to the membership of the American
Association of Orthodontists in the November, 1962 issue of the A merican Journal of
Orthodontics, outlines the proposed definition of orthodontics to the American D ental
Association, and I quote in part, " Orthodontics is that specific area of dental practice that has as its responsibility the study
and supervision of the growth and develpment of the dentition and its related anatomic structures from birth to dental maturity, including all corrective procedures of
dental irregularities requiring the repositioning of teeth by functional or mechanical
means to establish normal occlusion and
pleasing facial contours . .. ." These words,
couched in scientific and somewhat legalistic phraseology, do not convey the warmth,
the challenge, the thrills, the opportunities,
or the satisfactions that are attendant with
the clinical practice of orthodontics. In no
other field of the healing arts are the rewards so great or so lasting as those dealing
with the youth of this nation. To see young
bodies and minds emerge from childhood
through youth to maturity is rewarding,
satisfying, and keeps one young in spirit
and in mind. Further than this, the rather
intimate, prolonged contact between patient

and dentist offered in orthodontics is one
to provide an opportunity to guide the developing mind into areas of real worth .
While I don't believe there are any statistics
in this field, I am sure that the present dental school student population can trace their
introduction to dentistry and their emerging
interest in it as a profession to their Pedodontist or O rthodondist. More than this,
coupled with our unique concept of making
man whole, orthodontics provides the Christian orthodontist with an additional opportunitiy to introduce his patients and their
parents to things of eternal worth and value.
The preventive aspects of oral health as
emphasized in orthodontics are an excellent
vehicle to carry the concept that man was
created in the image of God and his body
and mind are to serve as the temple of God.
The educational requirements can be met
through a number of different avenues.
The most popular today, however, is graduate orthodontic education in the graduate
schools of universities having a professional
dental college. The workshop in orthodontics held at the W . K . Kellogg Research Institute recommended a graduate training
program of a minimum of eighteen months
covering a total of approximately 3,000 clock
hours. About 1,800 hours of this amount is
spent in clinical and laboratory sessions and
the remainder in required and elective subjects. Heavy emphasis is placed on the basic
science subjects as well as clinical subjects
germane to orthodontics.
The program at Lorna Linda University
is in its third year. It presently admits six
students into its graduate program. It is
twenty-one months in length and follows
rather closely the recommendations of the
workshop in Orthodontics. For those interested, the graduate bulletin is available by
writing to the Dean, School of Dentistry,
Lorna Linda University. An article appearing in the A merican Journa! of Orthodontics, August, 1960 entitled "Specialty Practice in Dentistry" prepared by a cooperative
effort of the officers of the American Association of Orthodontists and the officers of
the American Board of Orthodontists is recommended to those seriously contemplating
a course in this most rewarding and challenging clinical area.

d.s.a.
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CLASS SQUEAKS
'66

'63
WALL WONDERS
by FANK WALL
Don't the students who wear shirt and
tie under smocks look shapr?
What ever happened to perio and restorative test cases?
Congrautlations on the car wash. "Do
obah!"
Congratulations to D .O.B. on his clinic
re-entry.
The class of '64 promises to produce many
budding orthodontists.
"AI Gorton and Earl Hornbeck for the
supply window." etc. etc. , etc.
Coupland is said to enjoy oral diagnosis
more than a little.
As the holidays approach, followed by a
long-awaited year, perhaps some reflections
and observations are timely. What lies ahead?
How can the right decisions be made now?
In as much as we are all creatures of habit,
undoubtedly much of the daily routine established here will carry over into practice years.
Frightening isn't it? Some personalities
among those we look to here for guidance
have permanently etched us already. All of us
have made some decisions on how not to
do dentistry; we challenge the faculty to
teach us to do practical dentistry as well as
ideal. It does not require great knowledge
to recognize good work, but it takes courage
and ability to demonstrate as well as advocate good dentitsry. The decisions we are
making now reflect inspirational teaching
or lack of it. It should be obvious that to
best teach, a man must be worthy of both
respect and friendship . As I look back on
earlier education those teachers making the
greatest impact are those I still count as
personal friends. Can an individual, class
or school be motivated to produce the best
work in an overly critical atmosphere where
the individual is on the defensive or feels
that he is? How much more productive is
the situation where the individual is made
to feel self-confident and valued not only as
a craftsman but as a friend .
The time has come for each of us, student, employee, and faculty member, to
analyze himself, consider his motives, inspect his interpersonal relationships, and finally to decide to improve. Our way to success both here and hereafter is to love one
another.

'64
JUNIOR SPEAKS
by GENE

HOLM

Greetings from the Junior Class. The hotest news item is our car wash. For two Fridays in this past month Dick Halburg of
Laundromat fame has been directing his
crew of fender scrapers. We've washed
everything . from Del Herricks' truck and
trailer to bicycles (with students still on
them).

All these efforts and red roughened hands
are not for our own glory. No, we are saving money to treat the Seniors to a banquet
this spring at Bakers Taco Tia. Hang the
expense fellows, bring the wife and kids .
As a point of clarification, I'll explain
why so many Juniors are wearing ties to
class. Dr. Emmerson had a fatherly chat
with us the other morning about professional attitude and appearance. It made
sense to many of us . It is really not uncomfortable either although I wish they'd make
ties that stretch like socks so the Adam's
apple could have more freedom.

'65
SOPHOMORE SOPHISTRY
by BoB BRECKENRIDGE
The class of '65 one-half has finally
handed in its first fixed partial. After much
cutting, casting, fitting, fudging, and David
Metzdorf's heroic one-day effort, it appears
as if the first major hurdle is passed. David,
by the way, dropped his bridge the day before hand-in time, and by working through
lunch and nap time he was able to hand it
in on time.
This month's classic moment award goes
to Gene Rathbun. In x-ray lecture the professor was having a rough time reading his
notes during slide projection. The little
lamp in back of the room had been victimized by a bulb snatcher. Our Hero Gene
just happened to have a light bulb in his
brief case.
You wouldn't be able to tell who is just
getting up on the clinic floor by looking at
last welfare clinic's attendance. 76% , that's
almost three fourths of the class.
Pedodontics has us constructing a removable space maintainer in lab. This little
exercise has ruled out orthodontics as a
specialty in the minds of a lot of the class .
Actually not. We all know how confusing
a new exercise is- sure we do.
In Anesthesia we have received the annual "swan song" (shades of Dick Nixon)
of how we are all flunking; and if we could
ever hit the gluteals, it would be a great day
for rejoicing.
If any of you would like to see a "classy"
clinic case, take a look at Jerry Wolf's .
"Looks like inlaid linoleum," quips Lonnie Proctor.
You aren't anybody unless you are on
the Little Pathology List. Just ask Ray
Walpole and Bill Newton . It must be some
sort of exclusive club.
Messrs . Wiik, Snyder, and our boy Herman "wee" Lee are among the chosen in Restorative. As you remember, in order to
work (its more like clobber) on your clinic
buddy, we have to cut a practice lab prep.
Well, about half of the class didn't make
it, so we're taking proper steps to reinstate
ourselves so as to be able to cut that prep
on our buddy.

WE'RE COMING
by CALVIN

DEVNICH

I'm writing for the Freshman Class just
a short note to say "Hello!" to all the
readers of the "Conrtangle." This is the
first, but not the last time that our voice
and names will be heard during the coming
three years, 10 months, two days.
We haven't acquired much to gripe about
thus far, because we haven't had time to
get our faces out of the books. However,
upon receiving our first month's statement,
we decided to appreciate these books since
they grossly depreciated our wallets.
Just in case some upperclassman feels
we ain't on the ball, let me say that within
one month our class had the officers chosen,
as follows: President- Charles Woofter,
Vice-president-Sidney Withrow, Secretarytreasurer- Marvin Fitzgerald, Social Director- Richard Ludders, Chaplain- Harold
Dent, Sergeant at arms- Richard Walters,
Class Sponsor- Or. Zwemer.
With the help of these officers our class
ambition as a unit of L.L.U. will be to uphold the name of this dental school.

'66
SMOOTH
by KATHY SWINSON
Fall picnic time, the afternoon of October
16, found both D.H. classes at Perris Hill
Park in San Bernardino. An astounding
percentage had sprouted racquets . The Babe
Ruths and eventually tired tennis enthusiasts
hauled along equipment from Daniells Hall
and had a rousing little game.
At 5 :00 a number of our male friends
arrived and helped convey the crowd to the
Golden Dragon restaurant. We entered anticipating a reasonably fast feed, Chinese
style. The pool at Lorna Linda was reserved
for us from seven till nine.
The Dragon had been warned of our
number and palatal desires, but somehow
couldn't believe them. Orders were placed
by 5:30, but the last starving "faster" was
served at 8 :00.
Disappointed swimmers cancelled the
pool reservation. Kate Lindsay Hall sheltered the group for a consolation prize of
doughnuts, hot chocolate, and the viewing
of a film.
As though we hadn't enough difficulty
with Chinese food to last the year, we seniors
sponsored a dinner of - you guessed itegg foo yung, rice, chow mein, almond cookies, fortune cookies, and tea. The chef was
Bing's, the edibles scrumptious.
Not that we're misers, but what will the
junior class think if we don't leave the
hygiene department some token of remembrance at least as impressive as an autoclave!
Therefore . . .the next Saturday night, November 3, we presented the film · "So Dear
to My Heart" in Burden Hall.

d.s.a.
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VS

THE REQUIREMENT
by BYRON MoE

Contrangle Columnist

NON-REQUIREMENT

SYSTEM

The concern of this article is to show the need for and the advantages of a requirement system such as we now have at the Lorna
Linda School of Dentistry. To many such a system is nothing more
than a diabolical plot by the faculty and administration to extract
as much blood, sweat, and tears from us students as possible. And
all of us at one time or another have thought that there surely must
be a less nerve-wracking system for teaching dental skills. Yet
certainly a requirement system such as we have can be used as a
guide to the students and instructors alike and not just as a hurdle
to struggle over.
The simplicity of the system and its proven workability are
strong points in its favor. Many inabilities could be masked under
a different program. Often proposed as an alternative system to
the requirements system is one in which a student follows a limited
number of patients through from beginning to end of their cases,
formulating all their treatment plans and doing all their necessary
work. However, this proposal shows its weaknesses when we consider that the relatively small patient sampling obtained in the
limited time of a student's few clinic years might not provide the
student with the variety of cases he must have for maximum experience, or if it did, certainly not in the proportions necessary to
develop a skill in each procedure. A procedure that might in practice be encountered only a couple of times a year may need particular emphasis in school solely because it is a more difficult technique to master, and when it must later be done it must be done.
You can not forever avoid techniques you do not like or have not
mastered and still claim to be a competent dentist.
A further advantage to the requirement system is the ease with
which it enables the student to know where he stands at all times .
He can use this knowledge as an incentive to work harder in areas
where his score shows him to be not proficient. He can by observing his progress in relation to a norm budget his time accordingly
and keep track of his position throughout his clinic years . Knowing how he stands in relation to the skills to be learned and having
definite requirement goals to meet each year, he must pace his work
logically and not unwittingly or carelessly leave too much to be
acomplished in his final year. Senior panic is minimized.
What about the instructors? Do they use this system simply as
a means to prod along those of us who may be in a slower gear
than others? Do they load us down with requirements only to
watch us squirm when they take away clinic time for added laboratory work? Or is a requirement system easier for the faculty to
work with? Can they be more effective in giving help and advice
under such a plan? Can they more readily evaluate a student's
abilities? The requirement system provides an excellent, practical
basis for evaluating skills. It is an exceptional system by which to
observe the individual student. An evaluation can be made of each
of us as to our speed and clinical ability while we are in our clinic
training. A system of no requirements leaves judgment of a student's work pretty much up to a few final examinations, these of
course taken usually under much pressure. Under such conditions
the student does not always produce work of his usual calibre.
With a multitude of requirements to be fulfilled under ordinary
daily working conditions a student's abilities may be more fairly
evaluated, his class standing better determined, his true weak points
detected . Furthermore these weak points are found while there is
still time for correction under supervision. Under a "no requirement'' system a student's particular problems in some phase of dentistry may go unnoticed until the time for helping him has passed.
The instructors can not give special attention to problems that they
Continugd on page 10, column 1

by DoN

BRAY

Firstly it should be stated that the term " no requirements" may
be misleading and is not to be taken literally but rather should be
understood in the light of a revolutionary requirement system.
The idea of having "no requirements" in the school curriculum
is not a new one and is advocated by several of the members of the
faculty in one form or another as well as by a number of students.
Under the "no requirement" system the student would not be
obligated to do any given number of castings, dentures, or prophylaxis treatments. The alternative means of determining the proficiency of a student and his preparation for graduation from school
might be as follows :
Each student would be assigned patients from a preliminary
screening process similar to that in use at Lorna Linda now.
From this point on however, the system would differ from the
one used presently. The student would take full-mouth x-rays and
would take a detailed history from the patient and would further
evaluate the case through the use of study models, photographs, etc.
Initially the instructor would assist the newer student with direct
suggestions as to treatment plans and order of procedure.
As the student becomes more proficient he is given more and
more responsibility in diagnosis and finally before graduation takes
one or more cases and carries them to completion by doing whatever procedures are necessary for the patient. The student would
be graded on his diagnosis and evaluation and later on the various
steps which he carries out, such as Oral Surgery, including removal
of designated impactions, root tips, etc.; Endodontia, including
apicoectomies, root canal fillings, etc.
Later the student would decide whether the patient should have
fixed or removable bridge or denture appliances; the feasibility of
remote or immediate dentures; the installation of gold or silver
restorations or ceramic coverage depending upon his judgment as
supervised by an instructor. The indications and contraindications
for suggested procedures and treatments would be discussed and
explained to the student by his supervising instructor.
Before commencing treatment the student would develop a
complete treatment plan which would be presented first to the
supervising instructor and later placed before the patient. This
would give the student the invaluable experience of presenting his
workup of the case to the patient while using models, pictures, and
explanation as he will later do in his office. As a further means of
developing his self confidence and patient relations the student
would also present the financial aspect of the case to the patient.
A more controversial aspect of this program involves the proper
collection of fees from the patient and keeping financial record of
work done and payments received . This record would later be
checked for accuracy. A prerequisite course in elementary bookkeeping would have been completed during pre-clinic days in order
to provide the student with an adequate background knowledge.
This would provide financial management experience.
The assignments from the Oral Diagnosis department would
provide the student with cases which include the type of work
which would give him experience not only in the field in which
he was most interested but also in areas in which he was weak and
in need of improvement.
There are many admitted short-comings to this system as outlined and there are other advantages. Without doubt there are
some outstanding advantages to the competent student nearing
graduation, such as case presentation and bookkeeping experience
which are the fields that the basic requirement system is lacking,
thereby leaving the newly graduated dentist a mere technician weak .
Continued on page 11, Column 3

d.s.a.
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Progress Sheet
(The Report of Faculty Achievement)
by ALVIN ScHNELL
Contrangle Columnist

CONGRATU LATIONS
TO OUR NEWEST
DIPLOMAT
Dr. John 0 . Neufeld, known to many as
"The Dollar Dentist," was born in Saskatchewan, Canada. He worked as a medical
laboratory technician while he attended the
University of Oregon Dental School.
Following graduation, Dr. Neufeld engaged in a general practice in Eugene, Oregon where apporximately forty percent of
his practice was prosthodontics. The years
1953-1955 found the Doctor and his wife
Margaret in the U. S. Army. During a portion of his tour, he was in charge of prosthetics at Camp Pickett, Virginia.
Dr. Neufeld believes that there is an advantage in different instructors receiving
their education in different schools. For
then more and varied concepts are introduced. This is why Dr. N eufeld, upon receiving a call to the Lorna Linda University
Dental School, took his post-graduate work
at Ohio State University. Dr. Stromberg
who was at that time the chairman of our
Prosthetics department received his post
graduate training at Michigan. The degree
Master of Science was conferred upon him
at Ohio State in 1956 with a maor in prosthetics.
Dr. Neufeld's latest dental achievement
was accomplished this year. He successfully

COURTESY WHEE L ER PHOTOGRAPHY

JOHN 0 . NEUFELD, D.D .S., M .S.

passed the specialty board examination in
prosthetics, and is now a Diplon:at of the
American Board of Prosthodonhsts. Thrs
examination consisted of two parts. The
first section was given in Gebruary, 1962 in
Chicago and consisted of wri~ten and .o ral
examinations. The second section was grven
in August, 1962 and included a full week
of practical demonstration in Pn:sth~tics,
including one half day of oral exammatwn.
Such an accomplishment lends prestige.
As a specialist Dr. Neufeld is better able
to promote the best in Prost~etics. . .
Out of thirty who took thrs exammatwn,
only twelve passed. Out of ~he twelve wh_o
passed, eight are students m Dr. Morns
Thompson's Odontic Seminar which D r.
Neufeld is currently attending. There are
about three hundred men in the United
States and Canada who are prosthetic board
members . Congratulations, Dr. Neufeld, on
your recent accomplishment.
When asked what bit of advice he would
give an aspiring young dentist, Dr. N eufeld
replie~, "excell in at least one phase of your
work.

MANAGEMENT OF A
TRIFURCATION INVOLVEMENT

J. B. CAUFIELD, D.D.S.
G. H.

C U RTIS, D.D.S.

Patient aged 33 presented with a recurrent
chronic abscess in. the trifurcation of the
maxillary right first molar. The past history revealed that this area had been curetted on two previous occasions, a flap having
been laid each time with some bone having
been reli~ved. The apparent cause of re~
currence 1s:
1. Inability to accomplish complete curetment due to limited access.
2. Inability of patient to massage and
maintain adequate hygiene in this area.
Pulp test indicated the vitality of the
tooth was firm and caries free as were the
same degree as the maxillary left molar. The
tooth was firm an dcaries free as were the
adjacent teeth. Considering the importance
of the tooth, the patient's cooperation and
understanding, it was decided to attempt to
save this tooth.
In planning the treatment, it was decided
to lay a flap, relieve bone as necessary, remove either the distal buccal or the mesial
buccal root. As the tooth was vital, it
would be necessary to do a retrograde pulp
capping . The patient was advised that the

tooth might become non-vital. And, if so,
a complete root canal would then have to be
done.
After laying the flap, the trifurcation was
probed and curetted, the distal buccal root
removed and the mechanically exposed pulp
capped and the retrograde filling placed.
One week later the vitality was found not
to have beeen appreciably altered. There
was no change in vitality for five months,
the vitality having been checked at thiro/
day intervals. However, at the end of srx
months the tooth became nonvital and a
root ca~al was done at this time. The cause
of the rather sudden death of the pulp is
not obvious. At this time both the hard and
soft tissues are in good condition. The patient maintains excellent hygiene and is
able to provide adequate stimulation to the
former pathological area.
In presenting the clinic the following
kodachromes and x-rays were used :
1. Beginning kodachrome and x-ray.
2. Kodachrome showing reflection of
flap and granuloma 'in situ'.
3. Kodachrome showing alveolus from
which distal root was removed.
4. Post-operative x-ray showing pulp capping material and retrograde restoration.
5. Further ·post-operative kodachromes
and x-rays over a 6-month period.
- - -- - - - d .s.a.
JO URNEY - Continued
outer room to inner room as I worked. The
inner door turned out to be about 12 inches
wide. The insulating material kept flaking
off causing constant itching, and sneezing.
The place was like an under-sized oven. It
didn't take me long to decide to persuade
Dr. Steinman that he should be on the one
to make the trips in and out of the rooms
while I concentrated on operating the resistance box and taking thermocouple readings. The pony express would look like a
turtle race compared to the speed Dr. Steinman soon developed in carrying the freshly
extracted teeth from oral surgery to the lab,
through the two constant temperature rooms,
into the innermost of three buckets, into
the thermocouple. His time - 55 seconds.
In the middle of July Dr. Steinman was involved in an auto accident and Eugene V oth
filled in as tooth transporter.
But gradually the temperature detection
idea began to Hounder and it too sank. By
the end of July Miami was only 90 days
away and my claims were still founded only
in the original philosophy, emotion, and
much more fear.
Come September I was ready to try radioactive tools on my problem. First run, beautiful ; second run, pretty; third run, seepage;
fourth, leakage- Sunk !
By October 1 I was having nightmares.
By October 5 I was having metabolic disturbances. By October 10 I had obtained
preliminary results on adenosine triphosphate concentrations in the teeth. It looked
promising. By October 1 5 these findi ngs
had been ·confirmed several times. By OcContinued on page 9, column 2

d.s .a.
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THE
SCIENTIST
by EuGENE VoTH
Contrangle Columnist
Dr. Ralph R. Steinman, our scientist of
the month, was born near Asheville, North
Carolina. He started college life at Washington Missionary College as a chemistry
major, but switched to pre-dental. His professional training was accomplished at Atlanta Southern Dental School, which is now
known as Emory University. After graduation Dr. Steinman practiced dentistry in
North Carolina between 1938 - 1942, at
which time he went to work for the U. S.
Air Corps for three and one-half years. In
1946 he went back to North Carolina and
practiced there until 1952.
In 1952 Dr. Steinman went to the University of Michigan to work on his Master's
degree in the field of prosthetics, crown and
bridge. Then in 1953 he joined the staff
of C.M.E. in the department of prosthetics
and taught in that department until two or
three years ago when he devoted his full
time to research.
At the present time Dr. Steinman is
working on the metabolism of the tooth
and its relation to dental decay. The solution to this problem is being sought by histochemical studies and by animal experimentation.

RALPH R. STEINMAN, D.D.S., M.S .

tober 20 I had run 50 teeth, and the last
run for 24 hours. The teeth had been kept
alive. This was Monday, October 22. I was
leaving for the convention on the 24th.
Between Monday and Thursday all my time
was spent making posters. And what was
the most frequent question asked me at the
convention presentation ? Why didn't you
keep them going longer?
My wife and I boarded the trairi (in our
usual last minute rush) toting six four by
five foot posters, suitcases loaded with glassware, iron rods, and huge cast iron weights
for the display, and seventeen pounds of
food to tide us over the days of travel so
that we could avoid meals in the legendary
expensive diners on the train. After three
days and night of jolting and jiggling across
country interrupted occasionally by frantic
dashes from train to train with our load,
we arrived at the luxury and comfort of a
Miami Beach hotel.
The time spent in Miami Beach passed
rapidly. The convention was very interesting. The table clinic was well received . The
toal cost of the student Table Clinic Program was underwritten by the Dentists'
Supply Company of New York. All student
clinicians were guests of the company at an
introductory breakfast and later a delicious
dinner.
The clinics were divided into two categories, basic science and clinical dentistry.
The winners were:
In basic science1. Dino G. Stavros of Tufts University; Application of fluorescent antibody technique to dental caries research.
2. John DeVincenzo of Loma Linda
University; Studies on the viability
of extracted human teeth.
3. Edward Martinez of Seton Hall
University; Research on vitamin C
metabolism.
In clinical dentistry 1. Leeland M. Lovaas, of the University of Kansas City : Temporary
acrylic resin crowns and bridges.
2. Philip B. Temple of the University
of Pennsylvania: Periosteal separation technique.
3. Robert A. Kortsch, of Marquette
University: Technique for construction of fixed cast gold periodontal
splints. (He used a Baum parallelometer in this procedure) .
I would like to acknowledge the following persons, for without their help this table
clinic could not have been a success.
Dr. C. M . Pomerat and the Pasadena
Foundation for Medical Research for allowing me to spend .a month there learning
tissue culture techniques.
Dr. Ralph Steinman for financial assistance and the use of his laboratory facilities
and for his many helpful suggestions.
Dr. Earl Collard for many helpful suggestions on the presentation of the table
clinic.

Thanks Dolly
by RoN

WEBER,

Contrangle Columnist

Mrs. Howell had been at the supply window in the main clinic since September
1956.
She was born in to a family of six, in
Lilbourn, Missouri. It was here that she
received her education. At the age of 16
(a child bride, she says) she married Elmer
Howell. They have one son.
In 1941 they thought they would like to
see what the West was like, so they moved
to San Bernardino. They lived there five
years before moving to Loma Linda. Mr.
Howell worked as a mechanic until Norton
Air Force Base was built, and he has been
there ever since.
One day in 1947, after coming out of the
Loma Linda Market, Mrs. Howell decided
she would like to go to work. She went to
several departments on the campus to fill
out applications. In no time she was employed at the L.L.U. Laundry. In 1956
Mrs. Howell went to work for Dr. Prince
at her present job at the L.L.U. School of
Dentistry.
Mrs. Howell expressed herself after 15
years of service at L.L.U. by saying, "I enjoy so much working with students and
meeting the public. It means so much to me
to see graduation come for the students and
(to see them) get their honors for a work
well done."
The students of L.L.U. appreciate the efficiency with which the supply window is
run and the cheerful "May I help you,"
combined with the pleasant smile that greets
the student each time he comes to the supply window.

MRS. DOROTHY HOWELL
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Welconte
Bill Evans
A native of Washington, Bill Evans enrolled as a predental student at Gonzaga
University in Spokane. After his junior
year at the University of Oregon Dental
School, financial reasons forced him to discontinue his dental education for a time.
He has since then become engrossed in his
present work as a member of the Professional Relations Department of the M. F.
Patterson Dental Supply Company.
This unique service of Patterson Dental
Supply deserves further mention. The Professional Relations Department is designed
to help the beginning practitioner in every
possible way. Area Research, data compiled
on location and association opportunities in
Southern California, is a most popular feature; other features of this department include Office Planning, Patient Relations,
Legal Counsel, Financial Planning, Decoration and Purchasing Services. Because of
this department, containing five experienced
men with over 75 years of service to the
dental profession, more graduates from Lorna Linda have benefited from the help and
friendliness of Patterson Dental than any
other supply company.
Bill is married, has four children, and
resides in San Bernardino. His sincerity and
easy going manner will undoubtedly make
him a popular friend among students. This
is Bill's first year at Lorna Linda and the
Contrangle certainly hopes you students will
make his acquaintance. Bill welcomes your
visits or phone calls at 487--E- 21st Street or
TU 3-8027.
All connected with the school give you,
Bill Evans, a hearty thank you for making
this issue of the Contrangle possible.
- - - - - - - d.s.a.

REQUIREMENTS- Continued
are not aware of.
The mastering of dentistry does not involve only the acquiring of knowledge. To
a great degree mastery depends upon developing an astounding amount of manual
skill. Piling requirement upon requirement
just for the sake of developing speed is a
practice of dubious value, for it is true that
speed will come with time in practice and
meanwhile patient service is not greatly inhibited. But we must at least acquire the
"knack" of the operations while still under
Continued on page 11, column 2
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MR. BILL EVANS

- -- - - - - d.s.a.
BACKTALK - Continued
environment conducive to the infusion of
sound moral, ethical and religious principles
in harmony with Christian teachings." The
inference here in my opinion misrepresents
what is actually provided by the School of
Dentistry to live up to the above statement.
May I point out that the presence of a Bible
does not guarantee the presence of Christian
principles and philosophies. It does not automatically make an institution Christian.
Undoubtedly more people have purchased
and more homes contain the Bible than any
other single Book, yet godlessness is on the
mcrease.
To say no Bible could be found and then
leave it at that is unfair and does not give
the true picture for anyone reading the editorial who is not connected with the school
and thus in the "know." With little effort
I was able to find a Bible. There is a Phillips translation in the Dean's office, and at
the present time the School of Dentistry
houses the office of the Director of the Division of Religion so there appears to be an
abundance of Bibles.
The editorial overlooks the fact that in
the main reception room, which has seating
for forty three persons, there were at the
time of this writing 57 copies of magazines
such as "The Signs of the Times," "Life and
Health," "These Times," "Lorna Linda University Magazine" and three volumes of
"Bible Story." In addition to this there is a
disp<wser with information about the "It Is
Written" TV series. The Oral Surgery and
Oral Pediatrics' waiting rooms are similarly
provided for . Some of the literature in
Oral Pediatrics is specifically for children
such as "The Youth's Instructor," "Junior
Guide," "Bible Story" and "Primary Treasure.' There is no secular printed matter in
any of the waiting rooms.
. Anot.h~r example of the University's part
m providmg environment which is conducive
not only to the spiritual growth of the stu~ent b~t ~lso to spiritual growth of his patients, IS m the lay-out of the dental clinic.

Here there are one hundred and fourteen
dental operatories (twelve of which are in
the children's clinic) constructed so they are
closed on three sides. In each of these operatories are two small books on religious
topics in plain view and easy reach of the
patient. In this atmosphere a student could,
if he so desired, discuss aspects of Christianity with his patient, and in his frequent absences from the operatory, which are often
lengthy, the patient can read from such
books as "Steps to Christ," "The Marked
Bible," and "When God Splits The Atom."
In this semi-private environment much can
be accomplished for Christ. This specific
provision for student patient relationship I
have not witnessed in any other dental
school.
During the course of one week the University's Division of Religion conducts forty
classes in a broad range of religious topics
for dental students. These classes coupled
with the training in the healing arts of dentistry would in my opinion help the wouldbe dentist carry out "purposeful living in
the service of God and humanity." Across
the street is the University library which
carries on its shelves three-thousand two hundred thirty-three books on religion aside
from the Seventh-day Adventist publications.
He~e in a quiet relaxed atmosphere is the
logiCal place for a student to read Scripture
while on campus.
Space, will not permit me to discuss much
more, but the complete picture is not yet
given nor am I certain that I am capable of
giving it. As yet, however, there has been
no mention of KMER-FM with its transm!tter o?- .this campus and radio log heavy
with relrgwus broadcasts (it is managed by
a member of the dental faculty), nor of the
approximately thirty-five Bible study classes
conducted each Saturday morning in the
U?-iversity church by students alternating
with faculty, nor of the organizations on
campus made up of dedicated students and
faculty which travel hundreds of miles during the course of a school year to teach
neighboring communities of health and its
relationship to Christianity, nor of the University Fellowship which is operated by students each Friday night.
Fully aware of the risk of leaving some
other Christian service of Lorna Linda University unmentioned, I must bring this letter
to a close. What is important, is the individual acceptance of Christ in one's life and a
full commitment to Him. If Christ exists in
the. life of the student, then the University's
active program (undoubtedly one of the
~ost active in its history) to provide "envrronment conducive to the infusion of
soun~ moral, ethical and religious principles m harmony with Christian teachings"
will not be wasted.
Lorna ~i~da Universityis unique. The
fact that It Is, precludes the question, ''But
~o We Want To Be Unique?", for if we
did not want to be unique why are we?
Respectfully yours,
Larry McEwen, President
Dental Students Association

d.s.a.

by PATTI MuNcY

J.D.A. Publicity Chairman
"JDA meetings committe meetings, hen
sessions, bridal and baby showers, fashion
shows, just to mention a few of the minor
attractions that seem to keep you away from
home - and I'm never invited," sighea a
husband. Well now - this just couldn't
go on - so Sunday night, October 21, the
JDA presented "Around the World With
Food and Film" with the husbands as honored guests.
The food Chinese, Scandinavian,
Mexican, American, etc. prepared potluck
style was delicious! Painted flags of the different countries served as tablecloths under
the various dishes. The artists did a nice
job of making them look very realistic. Costumed girls answered questions such as
"What in the world is this?" while helping
to serve.
Following the devotional given by Pat
Johnston, and a few announcements Dr.
Wilfred J. Airey, Professor of History at La
Sierra College, showed his slides of the
Near East. His dry humor and fascinating
monotone along with the interesting pictures were enjoyed by all.
Thus was broken the false notion that
JDA meetings are always only for the women!
"Roman Autumn," the fashion show and
dinner . sponsored jointly by the JDA and
JMA, November 8, was of interest to both
men and women. Some of the special fea- .
tures were the home sewing contest, Jimmy
Rhodes at the organ, and the door prizes.
Riverside Harris Company put on a very
good show, and all of the girls worked
hard to make it a success. Especially to be
commended for their untiring efforts are
Barbara Ward and Becky Henning, the coordinators. Plus all of the work these girls
did, they also put the fire under the rest of
us. The profit we made from this event
goes to help our missionary family.
Our bake sale, November 20, in front of
the Lorna Linda Market, proves that "the
way to a man's heart is through his stomach!"
And speaking of baking reminds me that
our fruit cakes are now being sold. They're
guaranteed to be the best fruit cakes you
have ever eaten. If your wife can sell just
a dozen of these she will get a free one so it's really worth talking all of your friends
into buying one.
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REQUIREMENTS- Continued

NON-REQUIREMENTS- Continued

instructor supervision. Once out in general
practice we will not always be able to choose
to do only our favorite procedures. There
will be operations we must necessarily perform whether we can do them competently
or not. It is up to our instructor with their
wide dental experience to devise a requirement quota which will give us the experience in the areas they have found require
the most development of dexterity before
we can have found a satisfactory practice.
Our evaluation of what requirements ought
to be is doubtless much less valid than that
of the faculty.
If we often wonder how our administration and faculty could possibly have decided
on so many of these ever-present, ever-pressing things called requirements, let us remember that our Lorna Linda Dental School
is the best in the West, in fact in the business, and the only reason this can be said
is that we have established for ourselves a
higher goal, one that lends itself to increased discipline, endeavor, much hard and
demanding work, and a final achevement
of excellence.

in patient approach, case presenting experience, and major decision making.
Therefore the disadvantages of the requirement system become the strong points
of the "no requirement" idea. Actually as
much or more total restorative work would
be completed under this system but more
responsibility in development of treatment
planning would be given to the student.
This would force the student to do more independent thinking and would as a result
crystalize his concepts and convictions as
directed by the instructors. It should be
noted that the student is not left completely
alone or totally responsible but is rather a
partner in deciding treatment.
The delegation of distinct responsibility
to students familiarizes the under-graduate
with what he is going to do when he starts
practice. He is taught how to present the
case to the patient and how to approach the
patient about the matters of financing, etc.
An important object would be to reduce the
trauma of the radical change from student
to dentist which ordinarily occurs under the
present system.

LAUD TO La FRIENIER
Let's do a NADCA crown on this tooth.
This NADCA bridge certainly looks nice in
her mouth. How often do we hear such
remarks!
Our porcelain baked to gold NADCA
restorations are done by Mr. E. E. La Frienier at his Ceramics Laboratory in , Beverly
Hills. This issue of the Contrangle is made
possible by his generous support.
After graduation from high school Mr.
La Frieniere enrolled at Northwestern University as a pre-dental student, due largely
to the influence of his father who was a
practlClng dentist in Portland, Oregon.
While at Northwestern he became interested
in ceramics and studied with Dr. G . M.
Wilson for several years. In 1932 he moved
to Southern California, established a laboratory, and has been rendering service to the
dentists of this area for the last 30 years.
Mr. La Frienier has been active in research. During World War II he did both
Medical and Dental prosthetics at Walter
Reed Hospital where he and his colleagues
developed the first artificial hand coverings
of vinyl plastic. He was one of the original
twelve ceramists who developed vacuum
fired porcelain baked to gold. Members of
the National Academy of Dental Ceramic
Arts, of which he is a member, pledge
themselves to assure the highest standards
of integrity, quality and reliability to the
profession which they serve. For six years,
terminating in 1955, he was engaged entirely in plastic research at Union Carbide,
Hercules Powder, and B. F. Goodrich.
Thank you Mr. La Frienier for making
possible this issue of the Contrangle. Students, faculty, and alumni of the Lorna Linda School of Dentistry are grateful.
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Why ..Not
Jlere?
Stanford and Brigham Young Universities have it. Why not
here? Brooklyn College, Manchester, and West Point have it.
Why not here? Many New England colleges have it. Why not
here?
Under the honor system the students voluntarily agree to accept
the moral responsibilities of living within a code of ethics. Generally the codes are set up by the students themselves and contain
two basic responsibilities. First, the student is to be honest in all
phases of student life, and second, he is to help fellow students
maintain their honesty. Thus the honor system covers more than
being trusted by professors and not cheating on exams. All assignments are to be done with honor. Off campus life, with all its aspects, is to be governed by this system. Laboratory and clinical
equipment and procedures are under the guidance and influence of
the honor code. This honor code then governs every aspect of
student life and actually becomes a way of life in itself.
Should we of Lorna Linda University School of Dentistry be
educated within the honor code? This school is primarily dedicated
to training men and women in the healing arts who will enter professions in which they are responsible only to themselves for the
quality of their work. The burden for right treatment lies with the
individual member, for he is governed by a code of ethics. Does
it not seem logical that if a student's life work is to be governed
by such a code that his training period should likewise be governed ?
If a student is unable to function under the honor system at school,
neither is he likely to function under such a code when he becomes a member of the profession. The habit of honesty is not
something a student automatically receives when he is handed his
diploma. Practice and learning are required for it to become a part
of the student's character.
It is evident that the philosophy of education at West Point is
intimately connected with their honor system for they state : "Men
may be inexact or even untruthful in ordinary matters and suffer
as a consequence only the disesteem of their associates or even the
inconveniences of unfavorable litigation, but the inexact or untruthful soldier trifles with the lives of his fellowmen and the
honor of his government, and it is therefore no matter of idle
pride but rather of stern disciplinary necessity that makes West
Point require of her students a character for trustworthiness which
knows no evasions. In the final analysis of the West Point product
character is the most precious component." What is true of the
soldier is likewise true of the doctor for the life and well being of
the patient is his responsibility. Honesty in treatment is not merely
a desirable but a necessary quality.
Is there another reason why we at Lorna Linda School of Dentistry should be educated within the honor system? This school
is unique in the degree of its Christian commitment, and this commitment influences its instructions and activities. The Monday morning assembly, the week of devotion, the numerous Missionary activities are all examples of this influence showing that the School
of Dentistry does attempt to educate its students in accord with the
Christian ideal. Is distrust a part of the Christian philosophy?
Christ deplored the deceivers and liars. Paul urges all to be honest

with God and man. Peter says to live honestly so that God is
glorified, that to be dishonest with men is to sin against God. And
James states that resisting temptation shows love for God. So to
have any other than the honor system is to shrink from the ideal
and to imply that the Christian philosophy is unsound.
Opponents of the honor system say that it would never work
but would only encourage and foster dishonesty. They cite personal feelings or isolated instances to support their claims. However, in actual practice the reverse seems to be true. In a five year
research study on the results of the honor system at Brigham Young
University it was concluded that the rate of cheating was reduced
by 63 percent and that there was also a decrease in the magnitude
of dishonest acts . This is not an isolated report, for there are
others which show a similar result. No studies were found which
stated that dishonesty increased under the honor system. The evidence suggests that the honor code defi.nitely promotes honesty.
There are practical reasons why the honor system would work
here at Lorna Linda. The honor system places the responsibility for
dishonesty solely on the individual so that he can not reason : the
professor expects me to cheat or he would not monitor exams so
closely; or, others cheat, why not I; or, my plaster bowl disappeared, that entitles me to this unclaimed one. For he must decide
temptation on the basis of the honor code and must admit that it
is his responsibility not to cheat not somebody else's responsibility
to catch him.
The student most prone to dishonesty is one without strong
personal convictions, so he is easily influenced by group pressure.
Group pressure can be an undeniably strong force. If the group
decides to function by the honor code the weaker individual will
very likely go along. Thus honesty may become a pleasant habit
with him which after four years is likely to become a part of his
character. A basic part of the honor code is to help others to be
honest. A humble reprimand or gentle tap on the shoulder will
not only help the person in temptation, but it will stregnthen the
reminder as well, for he at that moment has recommitted himself
to the honor code.
You try to be what others think you are. If the group expects to
find honesty in you, as is more probably the case under the honor
code, you are more likely to act honorably. When I was a freshman
we students all left our engines and handpieces on the laboratory
benches. This year there are only a few left out. Does this indicate
that students do not expect trustworthiness in their fellow students ?
Situations like this foster dishonesty for distrust breeds distrust.
In a recent study on the causes of cheating it was pointed out
that an impersonal atmosphere found in overcrowded class rooms
and a lack of friendly relationship between students and faculty are
a major factor in dishonesty. However, this situation does not exist
here . Classes are small; students are well acquainted with each other;
and there is in general a relaxed personal atmosphere between students and faculty.
Let us do away with preconceived ideas and take a fresh look
at the vast opportunities the honor system could offer this school.
It would strengthen its Christian witness. It would raise its professional standards.
Other schools have the honor system which do not claim commitment to Christ. Other schools have the honor system which are not
training solely in the health professions. Other schools have the
honor system whose groups both students and faculty are not so
closely interrelated. Therefore, I ask, why not here?
To be a success a code must be student initiated not faculty sponsored; it must be student organized not faculty planned; it must be
student run not faculty governed. I call upon the student body, the
Dental Students' Association, its leaders and planners to investigate
the merits of the honor system at Lorna Linda University School of
Dentistry.
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